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My dear friends, 

I am happy to bring to you 1st May, 2022 issue of The Sunlit Path. 

The issue contains a poem “Who’ written by Sri Aurobindo  and some 

very powerful lines from Sri Aurobindo’s Savitri. ‘The Divinity Within’ 

is a short essay written by The Mother.  

Finally, we have ‘The prayer of the cells of the body’ in the words of 

The Mother. 

I do hope that you will find the contents deeply meaningful and 

enlightening.  

 

Dr Bhalendu Vaishnav        

      

 

 

Editorial 
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Who 

Sri Aurobindo 

In the blue of the sky, in the green of the forest, 

Whose is the hand that has painted the glow? 

When the winds were asleep in the womb of the ether, 

Who was it roused them and bade them to blow? 

 

He is lost in the heart, in the cavern of Nature, 

He is found in the brain where He builds up the thought: 

In the pattern and bloom of the flowers He is woven, 

In the luminous net of the stars He is caught. 

 

In the strength of a man, in the beauty of woman, 

In the laugh of a boy, in the blush of a girl; 

The hand that sent Jupiter spinning through heaven, 

Spends all its cunning to fashion a curl. 

 

These are His works and His veils and His shadows; 

But where is He then? by what name is He known? 

Is He Brahma or Vishnu? a man or a woman? 

Bodied or bodiless? twin or alone? 

 

Living Words 
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We have love for a boy who is dark and resplendent, 

A woman is lord of us, naked and fierce. 

We have seen Him a-muse on the snow of the mountains, 

We have watched Him at work in the heart of the spheres. 

 

We will tell the whole world of His ways and His cunning: 

He has rapture of torture and passion and pain; 

He delights in our sorrow and drives us to weeping, 

Then lures with His joy and His beauty again. 

 

All music is only the sound of His laughter, 

All beauty the smile of His passionate bliss; 

Our lives are His heart-beats, our rapture the bridal 

Of Radha and Krishna, our love is their kiss. 

 

He is strength that is loud in the blare of the trumpets, 

And He rides in the car and He strikes in the spears; 

He slays without stint and is full of compassion; 

He wars for the world and its ultimate years. 

 

In the sweep of the worlds, in the surge of the ages, 

Ineffable, mighty, majestic and pure, 

Beyond the last pinnacle seized by the thinker 

He is throned in His seats that for ever endure. 
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The Master of man and his infinite Lover, 

He is close to our hearts, had we vision to see; 

We are blind with our pride and the pomp of our passions, 

We are bound in our thoughts where we hold ourselves free. 

 

It is He in the sun who is ageless and deathless, 

And into the midnight His shadow is thrown; 

When darkness was blind and engulfed within darkness, 

He was seated within it immense and alone. (1)  
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The Master of Existence 

Sri Aurobindo 

The master of existence lurks in us  

And plays at hide-and-seek with his own Force;  

In Nature’s instrument loiters secret God.  

The Immanent lives in man as in his house;  

He has made the universe his pastime’s field,  

A vast gymnasium of his works of might.  

All-knowing he accepts our darkened state,  

Divine, wears shapes of animal or man;  

Eternal, he assents to Fate and Time,  

Immortal, dallies with mortality.  

The All-Conscious ventured into Ignorance,  

The All-Blissful bore to be insensible.  

Incarnate in a world of strife and pain,  

He puts on joy and sorrow like a robe  

And drinks experience like a strengthening wine.  

He whose transcendence rules the pregnant Vasts,  

Prescient now dwells in our subliminal depths,  

A luminous individual Power, alone.  

 

The Absolute, the Perfect, the Alone  
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Has called out of the Silence his mute Force  

Where she lay in the featureless and formless hush  

Guarding from Time by her immobile sleep  

The ineffable puissance of his solitude.  

 

The Absolute, the Perfect, the Alone  

Has entered with his silence into space:  

He has fashioned these countless persons of one self;  

He has built a million figures of his power;  

He lives in all, who lived in his Vast alone;  

Space is himself and Time is only he.  

 

The Absolute, the Perfect, the Immune,  

One who is in us as our secret self,  

Our mask of imperfection has assumed,  

He has made this tenement of flesh his own,  

His image in the human measure cast  

That to his divine measure we might rise;  

Then in a figure of divinity  

The Maker shall recast us and impose 

A plan of godhead on the mortal’s mould  

Lifting our finite minds to his infinite,  

Touching the moment with eternity.  

This transfiguration is earth’s due to heaven:  
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A mutual debt binds man to the Supreme:  

His nature we must put on as he put ours;  

We are sons of God and must be even as he:  

His human portion, we must grow divine.  

Our life is a paradox with God for key. (2)  

 

 

The Divinity Within 

The Mother 

 

ALL IN us that is not wholly consecrated to the Divinity within is in 

the possession, by fragments, of the whole entirety of things that 

encompass us and act upon what we improperly call “ourselves”, 

whether through the intermediary of our senses or directly on the 

mind by suggestion.  

The only way to become a conscious being, to be oneself, is to unite 

with the divine Self that is in all.  

For that, we must, by the aid of concentration, isolate ourselves 

from external influences. When you are one with the Divinity within, 

you are one with all things in their depths.  

And it is through It and by It that you must enter into relation with 

them.  

You are then, but without attraction or repulsion, near to whatever 

is near to It and far from whatever is far. Living among others you 
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should always be a divine example, an occasion offered to them to 

understand and to enter on the path of the life divine.  

Nothing more: you should not even have the desire to make them 

progress; for that too would be something arbitrary. Until you are 

definitively one with the Divinity within, the best way, in your 

relations with the outside, is to act according to the unanimous 

advice given by those who have themselves had the experience of 

this unity. 

To be in a state of constant benevolence, with this as your rule, not 

to be troubled by anything and not to be the cause of trouble to 

others, not to inflict suffering upon them so far as possible.  

8  June 191                             (3)  
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The prayer of the cells of the body 

The Mother 

 

Now that, by the effect of the Grace, we are slowly emerging out of 

inconscience and waking to a conscious life, an ardent prayer rises 

in us for more light, more consciousness, “O Supreme Lord of the 

universe, we implore Thee, give us the strength and the beauty, the 

harmonious perfection needed to be Thy divine instruments upon 

earth.” (4)  
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